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Introduction
● CPA will send its annual Joint Rate Comparison (JRC) mailer in July
● This year SCE’s Green Tariff program for 100% renewables will show a
lower cost than CPA’s 100% Green rate

○ SCE’s Green Tariff program is a mandated regulatory program

offering renewables from specific projects to a limited number of
customers

○ CPA’s core rate offerings are available to all CPA customers and
sourced from a diverse portfolio of resources

● This presentation explains the JRC process and provides additional
background on SCE’s Green Tariff program

○ Although the JRC presents CPA’s rates alongside SCE’s programs,
they are fundamentally different and do not represent an apples to
apples comparison

● CPA may explore future modifications to the JRC mailer process
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Joint Rate Comparison Overview
● CPA sends a Joint Rate Comparison (JRC) mailer to all customers by July
1 each year

○ The JRC includes information comparing SCE and CPA rates and

generation mix to assist customers in making informed decisions
about their energy provider based on neutral and accurate information

○ The CPUC’s Code of Conduct, which governs the IOUs’ conduct
relative to CCAs, sets the JRC requirements and content

○ The cost to produce this annual mailer for CPA’s customers is
about $380,000 and is divided evenly between CPA and SCE
● The 2020 mailer will be CPA’s third JRC since 2018
○ The previous JRCs have included comparisons of CPA’s three
rate products to SCE’s base rate and to SCE limited-participation
green energy programs
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CPA’s 2019 JRC – Rate and Power Content Data
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SCE’s Green Rate Program
● In 2015 the CPUC directed the IOUs to implement Green Tariff
programs by Decision 15-01-051, pursuant to Senate Bill (SB) 43
○ These programs were intended to allow customers unable to take
advantage of NEM, such as renters, to meet their electricity
needs with renewable generation
○ In SCE’s Green Tariff program, called the Green Rate program,
customers can choose either 50% or 100% renewable energy
● Green Rate program customers pay an “adder” on top of their
generation rate that covers SCE’s cost to procure the renewable
power plus administrative costs of the program and the PCIA
○ SCE’s Green Rate adder has been volatile over the last several
years, but higher than CPA’s Clean and 100% Green products
until their most recent rate change in April 2020
○ The most recent SCE Green Rate adder for small business
customers is negative
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Comparison of Renewable Generation Cost Over Time
(Generation Rate + PCIA) – TOU-GS-1E

•

SCE’s Green Rates are subject to significant volatility

•

CPA’s renewable rate premiums are predictable, because CPA offers
consistent rate comparison targets and has regularly adjusted its rates to
account for fluctuations in the PCIA
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CPA vs SCE – 100% Renewable Generation Cost Over
Time- TOU-GS-1E
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SCE’s Green Rate Program
SCE’s Green Rates are CPUC-mandated programs, not broad-based rate
offerings like CPA’s rate products:
● Participation is capped
○ SCE’s Green Tariff program cap is 269 MW
○ Currently, SCE’s program has only enrolled an estimated 500-1000
SCE customers on one of their Green Rates
● SCE Green Rates are subject to greater rate volatility
○ The program premium varies with the cost to procure solar power
○ Customers are subject to the volatility of the PCIA, but SCE does not
adjust rates to account for changes to the PCIA like CPA does
● The future of the program is uncertain
○ SCE sought to terminate the program due to “low subscription rates”
and “unsustainable” finances (Advice Letter 3722-E, Dec. 22, 2017)
○ The CPUC rejected the termination in 2019, so the program continues
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SCE Green Rate Program vs. CPA Rate Products
SCE Green Rate Program

CPA Rate Products

Description

Mandated regulatory
program offering renewables
from specific projects to a
limited number of customers

Core rate offerings available
to all CPA customers and
sourced from a diverse
portfolio of resources

Availability

Participation capped at 269
MW

No participation caps

Current Participation
Levels

Estimated at 500-1000
customers

~800,000 customers on
Clean and 100% Green rates

Cost

Volatility in renewable costs
and PCIA

Predictable cost premium
and adjustment for PCIA

Financial Viability

Not recovering its costs
according to SCE

Financially viable

Program Future

Uncertain

Growing with more
jurisdictions opting up to
100% Green in 2020
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2020 JRC Mailer
● Historically, CPA’s Clean and 100% Green products have cost less
than SCE’s 50% and 100% Green Rate program
○ This was true even though CPA rates are indexed to SCE’s base
rate, not SCE Green Rate program
○ This resulted in a favorable comparison for CPA on the JRC
● This year, several factors will contribute to a lower price for the SCE
Green Rate program compared to some of CPA’s rates
○ SCE Green Rate premium is falling due to lower cost for solar
contracts, marketing & admin expenses and a lower PCIA
● Additionally, the SCE Green Rate on this year’s mailer look even
more favorable due to the use of the 2019 PCIA rate
○ Customers enrolling after July 1 will be subject to the higher 2020
PCIA rate (no CPA customers are subject to the 2020 PCIA rate)
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2020 JRC Mailer – Rate Results
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Future JRC Considerations
● Due to the substantial cost to produce these annual mailers, plus
concerns staff has over the relevance of the information they provide
to customers, CPA may explore paths to modify this process
○ SCE Green Rates and CPA’s generation products are not apples
to apples
○ As both SCE and CPA adopt additional rate options and green
programs, the mailer becomes less relevant for more customers
● Last year AB 1362 was passed, which contains further instructions for
the CPUC to make a consolidated website for JRC and other program
information.
● This may create an opportunity for a discussion about future
modifications to the JRC mailer process
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